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An adventure-packed narrative, unique in American military history. "We remained" was the answer

to General MacArthur's famous promise, "I shall return." It was the answer of the American-Filipino

guerrillas of Northern Luzon. It was the motto of those who refused to surrender and who escaped

to carry on the fight behind enemy lines. Colonel Russell W. Volckmann commanded this guerrilla

force. This is Colonel Volckmann's account of his personal experiences in guerrilla warfare and in

the resistance movement against a ruthless enemy. He tells of the many events that led up to the

final open conflict with the Japanese occupation forces. Colonel Volckmann recounts for the reader

the fateful decision not to obey the surrender order at the fall of Bataan; the tortuous escape from

the Japanese and the long flight through the jungle to the north; the friendship of the headhunting

Igorots and the dead-shot Hugaos who provided hideouts; the slow building via the underground

from the original four men to a guerrilla force of over 20,000 Filipinos and Americans which crushed

the Japanese forces is Northern Luzon.This book reveals a side of modern warfare about which little

has been told. It is a phase of war that calls for unusual devotion to cause, unswerving

determination and courage, true patriotism, and the ingenuity to overcome insurmountable

obstacles.
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This is a great book about a little known, but fascinating, segment of WWII in the Philippines. When

Bataan and then Corregidor fell in April and May of 1942, it is an undisputable fact, painful as it may

be to today's reader, that the U.S. government abandoned more than 10,000 of its own military and



an additional estimated 70,000 Filipino soldiers who had been nationalized into the U.S. Army in

mid-1941. The U.S. government was simply overextended and could not support both the war in

Europe and that in the Pacific, and the Pacific war lost out in the debate in political and military

circles in Washington. In the process, the U.S. suffered the most humiliating defeat in the history of

our country. There followed the infamous Bataan Death March and equally infamous imprisonment

at Camp O'Donnell of those who survived the march, where many more died under the most cruel

and inhumane conditions. However poignant the story of those prisoners may be, perhaps equally

poignant (and equally worthy of recognition) are the stories of a hundred or so U.S. military

personnel who escaped, either from the Bataan Peninsula around the time of the surrender, from

the Death March or from Camp O'Donnell itself, or a very few who never quite reached the Bataan

Peninsula and then later categorically refused to surrender to the Japanese. Russell Volckmann,

along with Donald W. Blackburn, Martin Moses, Arthur K. Noble, and a handful of others, managed

to escape from Bataan at the time of its surrender and made their way back into the mountains of

North Luzon. Among those who never quite caught up with the retreating allied forces in Bataan

were Captain Parker Calvert and Lieutenant Arthur Murphy.
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